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Rationale: Understand the drivers of cosmic gas evolution, 
high-redshift galaxy formation and the role of feedback 
effects for popIII regimes over cosmological epochs

Requirements: Study thermal and chemical properties of the 
cosmic medium and cold gas in the most general conditions

Techniques: Cosmological hydrodynamic and chemical 
numerical simulations 

 → Formation epoch of high-z objects?
 → Has cosmic gas enough time to collapse?
 → What drives HI and H2 evolution?
 → What is the role of early populations (popIII)?
 → What are the effects of different feedback/IMFs?
 → How do they impact gas metallicities and BH formation?





PopIII regimes

pristine or very metal poor

mass range: ? ? ? 

explosion energies: ? ? ? 

driving reionization: ? ? ? 

early MBH seeds: ? ? ?

PopII regimes

metal enriched

mass range: ~[0.1, 100]Msun 

explosion energies: ~1051erg

driving reionization: NO

early MBH seeds:  NO



For a complete picture

(Springel, 2001, 2005;Dolag+2009;Tornatore+2007,2010;  Maio+2007,2010,2016,2019,2022,2023; etc.)



Cold-gas
simulations
“ColdSim”

Simulation runs including relevant
gas physical and chemical processes

‘Non-equilibrium’ chemistry, H, D, He and H2 channels, H2 
grain catalysis,  PE heating, CR heating, gas HI/H2 self-

shielding, UVB, IMFs for popIII-popII SE and metal 
enrichment from PISN, SNII, AGB, SNIa…

NB: No HI/H2 partition recipe adopted
Time-dependent HI and H2 abundances are 

calculated from gas T, ρ and Z at each timestep

… … …

Details in 
Maio, Péroux, Ciardi 2022



Distribution of 
atoms and molecules



Reproduce expected vs. observed !neutral  and !H2 

for different UVBs, w or w/o HI/H2 shielding, HI/H2-based SF…

Maio, Péroux, Ciardi 2022



Expected vs. observed depletion times 
for different UVBs w or w/o HI/H2 shielding

HI H2

Early depletion times are short (tdepl<<tH) 
and dominated by molecular gas!



On the origin of H2

H2 formation channels H2 grain catalysis

contributions from different physical/chemical mechanisms



Early star formation and popIII regimes

Maio+2010,2011; Biffi & Maio 2013



Radial distribution
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Parameter dependences



to be continued…

Gas metal abundance ratios 

DLA (or GRB) data vs. simulations at 
different z are useful to check 

gas abundance ratios and the effects of 
different IMFs (Salpeter/top-heavy,…)

Maio+2013,2015;   Ma+2015,2017



DLA abundance evolution







(PopIII)

Maio+2016, 2019

PopIIIs 
or 

DCBHs?



PopIII & alternative cosmological models

Quintessence
Dark Energyprimordial

bulk flows

nonG

Maio+2011,2006,2015, 2023

WDM-CDM



Summary
Gas physics and high-z structure formation can be studied effectively by 
means of cosmological time-dependent ‘non-equilibrium’ hydro-
chemistry simulations

Conclusions
Theoretical results suggest a limited contribution of primordial popIII 
stars to cosmic SF and a fast transition to popII regime
Molecular-gas depletion times are ‘short’ already in the first half Gyr: 
this is crucial to explain e.g. the large reservoir of H2 gas detected in 
high-z galaxies and early popIII metal enrichment
Observed abundance ratios (DLAs, GRBs) are helpful to constrain 
stellar models (popIII/popII IMF, yields)
PopIII stars can help disentangle different cosmological models


